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Many fields of science—including behavioral ecology—currently experience a heated debate about the extent to which publication

bias against null findings results in a misrepresentative scientific literature. Here, we show a case of an extreme mismatch between

strong positive support for an effect in the literature and a failure to detect this effect across multiple attempts at replication. For

decades, researchers working with birds have individually marked their study species with colored leg bands. For the zebra finch

Taeniopygia guttata, a model organism in behavioral ecology, many studies over the past 35 years have reported effects of bands

of certain colors on male or female attractiveness and further on behavior, physiology, life history, and fitness. Only eight of 39

publications presented exclusively null findings. Here, we analyze the results of eight experiments in which we quantified the

fitness of a total of 730 color-banded individuals from four captive populations (two domesticated and two recently wild derived).

This sample size exceeds the combined sample size of all 23 publications that clearly support the “color-band effect” hypothesis. We

found that band color explains no variance in either male or female fitness. We also found no heterogeneity in color-band effects,

arguing against both context and population specificity. Analysis of unpublished data from three other laboratories strengthens

the generality of our null finding. Finally, a meta-analysis of previously published results is indicative of selective reporting and

suggests that the effect size approaches zero when sample size is large. We argue that our field—and science in general—would

benefit from more effective means to counter confirmation bias and publication bias.
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In an ideal world, scientific studies would get reported irrespective

of whether findings are statistically significant (positive finding)

or not (a “null result”: the null hypothesis of no effect cannot

be rejected). If the likelihood of reporting would be independent

of the outcome of hypothesis tests, all results could be included

and summarized in meta-analyses. This would allow us to obtain

reliable estimates of the average size of an effect and of its vari-

ability among studies, that is, its degree of context dependence.

However, current scientific practice is often far from reaching that

ideal state (Begley and Ellis 2012; Collaboration 2015; Freedman

et al. 2015; Baker 2016; Kousta et al. 2016; Forstmeier et al.

2017; Ihle et al. 2017). Indeed, the existing scientific literature

is likely biased toward studies that report positive findings, be-

cause null results are more difficult to publish (Horton 2015;

Parker et al. 2016; Forstmeier et al. 2017). Such selective re-

porting implies that the literature also contains a high proportion

of false-positive claims (Greenwald 1975; Jennions and Moller

2002; Prinz et al. 2011; Button et al. 2013; Franco et al. 2014;

Holman et al. 2016). Again, in an ideal world, claims of positive

effects should motivate attempts at replication, which would then

allow us to distinguish false-positive claims from true-positive

effects. Unfortunately, this process of verification is hindered by
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Figure 1. Summary of publications (n = 39) of experiments in which male zebra finches were fitted with red versus green color bands.

Shown are the number of studies and their year of publication. Studies were classified as (1) providing support (n = 23) for the hypothesis

that red-banded males are in some way doing “better” than green-banded males, (2) providing partial support (n = 8) defined as showing

at least some significant effect of color bands, or (3) no support (n = 8) defined as showing no significant effects of color bands. Year of

publication is a significant predictor of whether a study was supportive or not (logistic regression, n = 39, P = 0.011).

journals and funding agencies that prioritize novelty over solid

replication (Song and Gilbody 1998; Collaboration 2015; Ben-

jamin et al. 2017; Forstmeier et al. 2017; Szucs and Ioannidis

2017). To add insult to injury, a replication study that fails to find

evidence for the originally reported effect might be difficult to

publish.

Our aim is to provide an example of the general problem

that the scientific literature may misrepresent reality. In behav-

ioral ecology, the hypothesis that colorful leg bands can alter

the attractiveness of male or female zebra finches (Taeniopygia

guttata), with resulting effects on behavior, physiology, life his-

tory, and fitness, has been quite influential (Burley 1981; Burley

et al. 1982; Burley 1985a; Burley 1986b; Burley 1986a; Burley

1988; Burley et al. 1994; Burley et al. 1996; Cuthill et al. 1997;

Hunt et al. 1997; Gil et al. 1999; Benskin et al. 2002; Pariser

et al. 2010). Zebra finches are among the most intensely stud-

ied organisms in behavioral ecology (Collins and ten Cate 1996;

Riebel 2009; Griffith and Buchanan 2010; Adkins-Regan 2011),

and studies of putative color-band effects not only make up a

considerable part of the zebra finch literature, but also spurred

and influenced the development of key concepts such as differ-

ential allocation and other maternal effects (Burley 1988), which

subsequently were tested in a wide range of taxa (Sheldon 2000;

Ratikainen and Kokko 2010). Color-band effects on attractiveness

and other phenotypes have also been examined in various other

bird species, but here the majority of studies reported null find-

ings (Metz and Weatherhead 1991; Cristol et al. 1992; Hannon

and Eason 1995; Johnsen et al. 2000; Verner et al. 2000; Cress-

well et al. 2007; Roche et al. 2010 but see Brodsky 1988; Johnsen

et al. 1997). Remarkably, the hypothesis of artificial color effects

on attractiveness has also been studied extensively in humans.

Starting with a seminal paper on the “Red-Romance Hypothesis”

(Elliot and Niesta 2008), a large body of literature has accumu-

lated showing that, for instance, wearing a red T-shirt or being

shown in front of a red background strongly enhances the attrac-

tiveness of men (Elliot et al. 2010; Buechner et al. 2015) and

women (Elliot and Niesta 2008; Kayser et al. 2010; Elliot and

Pazda 2012; Pazda et al. 2012; Elliot et al. 2013a, 2013b; Elliot

and Maier 2013; Pazda et al. 2014a; Pazda et al. 2014b). Some

of these studies highlighted the parallels to the zebra finch ex-

ample (Elliot et al. 2010; Elliot and Maier 2012). However, these

striking results have been questioned and considered “too good

to be true” in the sense that there is a clear shortage of null find-

ings despite low statistical power (Francis 2013), and more recent

studies from other laboratories report null findings despite high

statistical power (Hesslinger et al. 2015; Peperkoorn et al. 2016;

Lehmann and Calin-Jageman 2017).

Focusing on the zebra finch literature, we identified 39 publi-

cations reporting experimental work in which male zebra finches

had been fitted with either red or green color bands, identified

as having the most enhancing and most detrimental effects on

male attractiveness, respectively (Burley et al. 1982). The major-

ity (23, 59%) of these 39 publications concludes or confirms that

red-banded males are in some way “superior” to green-banded

males (Fig. 1; Table S1). Eight publications (21%) report that the

color bands resulted in at least some significant effects (e.g., in

interaction with other variables; Fig. 1; Table S1). Eight studies

(21%) report that color bands had no significant effects at all

(Fig. 1; Table S1). Of the latter, nearly all emphasized that low

statistical power may have resulted in a false-negative conclu-

sion (a type II statistical error), or that color-band effects may

be context-specific (depending on details of the experiment) or
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population-specific (depending on the origin of the birds). Only

a single study (Seguin and Forstmeier 2012) questioned whether

some of the previously claimed effects may in fact be absent. The

temporal distribution of these 39 publications suggests that earlier

studies were more often supportive, whereas more recent studies

were more likely to show partial support and null results (Fig. 1).

The studies shown in Figure 1 have investigated a wide range

of potential consequences of the red and green color bands, in-

cluding male attractiveness to females, dominance among males,

male survival and fitness, male behavior and body mass regula-

tion, offspring sex ratio, parental effort and investment in eggs by

the partner, and attractiveness as a tutor or demonstrator in social

learning experiments. Most of the studies that support color-band

effects report that some of the outcome variables are affected,

but not others (see Schuett and Dall 2010). Nevertheless, the

consensus that emerges is that red-banded males are more at-

tractive to females than green-banded males, and in consequence

achieve substantially higher reproductive success (see summary

in Schuett and Dall 2010; Seguin and Forstmeier 2012). The full

fitness consequences of wearing color bands have not yet been

assessed in a single study, but it has been reported that red-banded

males—compared to green-banded males—produced about twice

as many offspring with their social partner (Burley 1986b; not ac-

counting for extra-pair paternity), lost less paternity to extra-pair

males (Burley et al. 1996), and obtained more extra-pair copula-

tions (Burley et al. 1994). Thus, measurements of relative fitness

that include parentage assignment should be most successful in

capturing the sum of beneficial effects that red color bands con-

vey and the contrasting detrimental effects of wearing green color

bands.

Previous reports further suggest that bands with other colors

than red or green also affect the attractiveness of zebra finches,

albeit to a lesser extent (Burley et al., 1982, 1985b). However,

these colors have received limited attention in experimental stud-

ies. Burley et al. (1982) reported that light blue bands were nearly

as detrimental as light green (for both sexes) and that black and

pink bands enhanced attractiveness and fitness components in fe-

males. Other colors appeared to be approximately neutral (Burley

et al. 1982). Thus, effect sizes of different colors seem to vary

more or less continuously from highly attractive, via practically

neutral, to strongly detrimental (Burley 1985b).

Experimental work on zebra finches often requires marking

individuals. Despite the above, most researchers appear to have

avoided the use of red or green bands on males, while considering

all other colors as behaviorally neutral for both sexes (Forstmeier

and Birkhead 2004; Spencer and Verhulst 2007; David and

Cézilly 2011).

In our previous work, we never detected any significant ef-

fects of band colors when using such potentially neutral colors

(reported in Forstmeier and Birkhead 2004; Bolund et al. 2007;

Forstmeier et al. 2011; Ihle et al. 2015; Wang et al. 2017a), argu-

ing against the idea that some of these colors have at least small

effects. Furthermore, earlier attempts to replicate two specific

studies (included in Fig. 1) did not show any effects of red and

green color bands on male behavior and body mass (Seguin and

Forstmeier 2012) or on copying behavior in social learning ex-

periments (Mora and Forstmeier 2014). Finally, our observation

that zebra finch mate preferences seem predominantly individual

specific rather than following a universal rule of attractiveness

(Forstmeier and Birkhead 2004; Ihle et al. 2015; Wang et al.

2017a; Wang et al. 2017b) is at odds with the existence of univer-

sal band-color effects on attractiveness.

In view of the above and of the current debate about repli-

cability of research findings (Song and Gilbody 1998; Collabo-

ration 2015; Freedman et al. 2015; Baker 2016; Holman et al.

2016; Kousta et al. 2016; Parker et al. 2016; Benjamin et al. 2017;

Forstmeier et al. 2017; Parker and Nakagawa 2017; Szucs and

Ioannidis 2017), the aim of this study is to rigorously test for

color-band effects on fitness in four populations of captive zebra

finches (two domesticated and two recently wild-derived). For

this purpose, we analyze reproductive success (fitness) as a func-

tion of band color in eight experiments, four previous experiments

in which fitness of color-banded birds had been measured, but in

which red and green bands had been avoided, plus four recent

experiments that specifically included red and green bands. We

model the fitness of males and females separately and fit band

color as a random effect to reflect the working hypothesis (based

on previous evidence, see above) that most if not all colors are

nonneutral to some extent, and to quantify the total proportion of

variance explained by this factor. To examine whether color-band

effects are population- or context-specific, we also code colors

differently within each of the four populations and within each of

the eight experiments. An observed mismatch between our find-

ings and the existing literature further prompted us to examine

unpublished data from other laboratories and to assess publica-

tion bias in published estimates.

Materials and Methods
DATA INCLUSION CRITERIA

We included all experiments ever conducted in our laboratory in

which color-banded birds raised their own offspring in communal

aviaries, such that their achieved fitness (number of genetic off-

spring raised to independence) could be quantified. These criteria

were met by eight experiments (Table 1). Three experiments were

not optimally designed for the purpose of this study, but we still

included them to avoid selective reporting. In experiments 3 and

4, pair bonds had already formed before the allocation of color

bands (see Ihle et al. 2015). Thus, color bands could not affect
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Table 1. Details of eight experiments in which fitness of zebra finches wearing bands of different colors was quantified.

Experiment
Experiment

1
Experiment

2
Experiment

3
Experiment

4
Experiment

5
Experiment

6
Experiment

7
Experiment

8

Population Melbourne Bielefeld Bielefeld Bielefeld Krakow Seewiesen Seewiesen Seewiesen
Origin Wild Wild Wild Wild Domest Domest Domest Domest
Housing Outdoors Outdoors Outdoors Outdoors Outdoors Indoors Indoors Indoors
Year 2016 2016 2012–20131 2012 2016 2007 2009 2016
Duration (days) 93 93 2 × 861 86 93 92 113 90
N males 31 29 591 36 48 36 36 90
N females 29 31 591 36 48 36 36 90
N aviaries 5 5 10 and 71 6 8 6 6 15
Males:females

per aviary
5:7 or 7:5 5:7 or 7:5 6:6 or 5:5 6:6 5:7 or 7:5 6:6 6:6 6:6

N offspring 91 58 425 133 201 144 129 259
Inbreeding F

mean
0 0.023 0.002 0.125 0.009 0 0.121 0.110

Inbreeding F
maximum

0 0.133 0.063 0.25 0.039 0 0.25 0.299

Colors b, bl, lb, g,
r, w, y

b, bl, lb, g,
r, w, y

b, bl, lb, o,
w, y

b, bl, lb, o,
w, y

b, bl, lb, g,
r, w, y

g-bl, g-w,
r-w, r-bl,
w-bl, y-bl
and b, bl,
o, p, w, y2

b, bl, o, p,
w, y

bl, g, lb, o,
p, r

Fitness was estimated as the number of independent offspring produced in communal aviaries, accounting for extra-pair paternity (see Methods). Birds came

from four populations, two recently wild-derived (wild) and two domesticated (domest). They were housed either in semi-outdoor aviaries with natural

and artificial light, or indoors under artificial light only. The year of study and the duration of the breeding period (period during which birds were allowed

to lay eggs, excluding the time allowed for raising offspring) is indicated. The total number of individual males and females and their distribution among

aviaries is shown, as well as the total number of offspring that were raised to 35 days of age. The mean and maximum inbreeding coefficient F of all adults

is also shown. Abbreviations for color bands used: b = dark blue, bl = black, lb = light blue, g = green, r = red, w = white, y = yellow, o = orange, p = pink;

two-colored striped bands in Exp. 6 are explained in the footnote.
1Fifty-nine males and 59 females bred for 86 days in 2012 in 10 aviaries; a subset of 41 males and 41 females bred a second time for 86 days in 2013 in seven

aviaries with different color bands (by swapping colors, see Methods for details).
2The birds were banded twice: during the first 14 days of the experiment, birds received striped color bands (green-black, green-white, red-white, red-black,

white-black, and yellow-black) and from day 15 onwards they received the usual uniform color bands.

pair formation, but they could still affect fitness via differential al-

location (Burley 1988) and via effects on extra-pair paternity gain

(Burley et al. 1994) and paternity loss in the own brood (Burley

et al. 1996). In these experiments, the effect of color bands on fit-

ness may thus be smaller than in other experiments. In experiment

6, individuals were color-banded with one set of bands from day

One to 14, primarily affecting pair formation, and then received a

different set of color bands, which might have affected differen-

tial allocation and paternity (in total, the egg-laying period lasted

92 days plus about 50 days for chick rearing). To deal with this, we

carried out two analyses: one using the initial color and one using

the final color as a predictor. We also analyze band-color effects

on fitness in a reduced dataset (excluding experiments 3, 4, and 6).

GENERAL PROCEDURES

Details of the eight experiments are summarized in Table 1. They

comprise work on four different captive populations, two of which

are domesticated and two of which are recently wild-derived (for

details see Supplementary Information). Breeding took place in

two types of aviaries: indoor aviaries with artificial light (see

Wang et al. 2017a) or semioutdoor aviaries that include natural

light (Ihle et al. 2015; Jerónimo et al. 2018). The aviaries initially

contained 12 adult birds, usually six females and six males (but

in 14 out of 68 experimental aviaries one individual died during

the experiment, in six aviaries two individuals died, and in two

aviaries three individuals died). However, in three experiments

a sex-ratio bias was created with either seven females to five

males, or five females to seven males. Hence, we always include

the initial adult sex-ratio (i.e., proportion of males: 0.417, 0.5, or

0.583) as a fixed effect in our analyses of reproductive success. In

three experiments individuals varied substantially in their level of

inbreeding, so in all analyses, we also control for an individual’s

inbreeding coefficient (calculated using Pedigree Viewer 6.4a,

Kinghorn and Kinghorn 2010). Finally, the experiments lasted
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between 86 and 113 days, whereby all eggs laid within this period

were allowed to be reared to independence, usually requiring

another seven weeks. Thus, we include experimental duration as

a fixed effect in analyses of reproductive success.

Reproductive success was quantified as the number of ge-

netic offspring that reached 35 days of age (usually regarded as

the age of independence, Sossinka 1980; Ihle et al. 2015). Ge-

netic parentage assignment was based on data from 12 to 16

microsatellite markers (see Wang et al. 2017b), which allows for

a practically error-free assignment as confirmed by SNP geno-

typing (Backström et al. 2010; Knief et al. 2017). Reproductive

success was calculated for all birds that were present at the start

of the experiment (Ntotal = 367 males and 367 females), including

the ones that later died (Ndied = 10 males and 22 females), with

one exception. In experiment 3, designed to measure the fitness of

prearranged pairs (see Ihle et al. 2015), two birds were removed

when their partner died and these were excluded from the analy-

sis. In the same experiment, a subset of 41 males and 41 females

(out of 59 males and 59 females) were measured for fitness twice

(see Table 1), while wearing different color bands. We included

these repeated measures of reproductive success in the analyses

accounting for individual identity as a random effect. Hence, in

total we analyzed reproductive success based on 1440 offspring

raised to independence by 365 individual males and 365 individ-

ual females from a total of 406 male breeding seasons and 406

female breeding seasons.

COLOR BANDS

Color bands (size XCS for domesticated populations and XF for

recently wild-derived populations, obtained from A. C. Hughes,

Hampton Hill, U.K., maximum nine different colors) were used

for individual identification, such that each color was used only

once per sex and aviary. Each bird received two bands of the same

color, one on each leg. For optimal visibility, the color band was

placed below the metal band (anodized orange) on the right leg.

Colors were assigned to individuals using the random-number

function in Excel. Birds could choose their partner among the

available individuals, except in experiments 3 and 4, where pairs

had been formed prior to the start of breeding (see above). In those

experiments, colors were randomly assigned to pairs rather than

to individuals such that the members of a pair wore the same color

(unless they divorced and repaired). In experiment 6, where colors

were changed after 14 days, the assignment of initial bands was

random, but the new set of bands were again allocated to pairs,

whereby members of a pair were given different but randomly

predefined colors (see Supporting Information for more detail).

The color bands used during the first 14 days of experiment 6

differed markedly from the ones we used otherwise: they were

two-colored (“striped”) rather than uniform, with one color in the

top half and the other in the bottom half (see Table 1). Thus, in

the analysis, the variable “color band” has up to 15 categories: six

striped color combinations plus nine uniform colors.

STATISTICAL ANALYSES

For illustrative purposes only, we calculated relative fitness of

individuals within each aviary scaled to an average of unity, and

we show the average relative fitness of birds of a given band color

for each experiment (separately for each sex).

For statistical analyses, we used linear mixed-effect models

(lme4 package, Bates et al. 2015; in R 3.2.3, R Core Team 2015)

to investigate the effect of color bands on individual reproduc-

tive success in each sex across all experiments and populations.

The number of independent offspring produced per breeding sea-

son by each individual was square-root transformed to reduce

the deviation from normality and was modelled as a Gaussian

trait in separate models for males and females. Individual iden-

tity (365 levels), aviary identity (68 levels), experiment identity

(8 levels), and population identity (4 levels) were always included

as random effects. Band color was also included as a random

effect, reflecting the working hypothesis that all colors can have

some effect on attractiveness, with red and green presumably hav-

ing the strongest effect in males. As described above, in version 1,

we fitted the initial band colors including the striped bands (used

in experiment 6) as a random effect (15 levels of color), whereas

in version 2, we fitted the final band colors (nine levels of uniform

color). To test the idea that color-band effects may be specific to

the population or specific to the experiment, we also coded colors

uniquely within populations (31 levels) and within experiments

(51 levels) and fitted these as random effects. As fixed effects we

controlled for the adult sex ratio within the aviary, the duration

of the breeding season in days, and the individual’s inbreeding

coefficient, as explained above. To examine the hypothesis that

red and green bands exhibit specific effects on male fitness, we

also fitted “red versus green band” as a fixed covariate. We coded

red as +0.5, green as –0.5, and all other colors as 0, so that the

regression slope quantifies the increase in number of offspring

sired (square-root transformed) from green to red.

RELATING OUR RESULTS TO EXPECTATIONS FROM

THE LITERATURE

To illustrate how our results relate to expectations from the lit-

erature (see Introduction), we plot the mean relative fitness of

individuals with a given band color over an arbitrary “attractive-

ness rank” derived from the literature (Burley et al. 1982). To

do this, we classified colors as either attractive (scored as +0.5:

red for males, black and pink for females), neutral (scored as 0:

orange and red for females, pink, orange, and black for males), or

unattractive (scored as -0.5: light blue and green for both sexes).

This quantification allowed us to add “attractiveness rank” as an-

other covariate to the mixed models described in the previous
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section. In an alternative version of analysis, we post hoc lumped

the striped color bands containing green or red with the uniform

green or red bands (red–black and red–white coded as red; green–

black and green–white coded as green), that is, we categorized

them using the colors with the strongest expected effects.

ANALYSIS OF UNPUBLISHED DATA FROM OTHER

LABORATORIES

In 2001, Nikolaus von Engelhardt initiated a replication study of

the presumed effect of red and green color bands on offspring sex

ratio (Burley, 1981, 1986a). This project was carried out collabo-

ratively across three laboratories (at the Universities of Groningen,

Bielefeld, and Melbourne), but the results were only published in

a Ph.D. thesis (von Engelhardt 2004). Under the kind permission

of von Engelhardt and his collaborators, we used their summa-

rized data on offspring production (Table 2.1 on page 21 of von

Engelhardt 2004) to calculate the relative fitness of males wearing

different color bands (red, orange, or green, from the same source:

A. C. Hughes, Hampton Hill, U.K.). Their experiments closely

followed the design described in Burley (1986a,b): aviaries con-

tained 24 males and 24 females, males received two bands of

the same color (eight males per color), all females received two

orange bands. Four such aviaries were set up in Groningen (do-

mesticated population), one in Bielefeld (recently wild-derived

population), and one in Melbourne (recently wild-derived popu-

lation). Over a period of three months, the 144 males produced

a total of 157 offspring (surviving young to sexual maturity) in

their own nest. Thus, the measure of reproductive success is based

on social parentage (as in Burley 1986b) rather than on genetic

parentage assignment.

To analyze the summarized data (number of offspring pro-

duced, averaged among eight males of the same color, with three

colors times six aviaries resulting in 18 mean values), we ran a

mixed effect model with the mean number of offspring (square-

root transformed) as the dependent variable, and aviary (n = 6)

and population (n = 3) as random effects to account for non-

independence. As the only fixed effect we fitted “attractiveness

rank” as defined in the previous paragraph (red = 0.5, orange =
0, green = –0.5). Although this model is based on few datapoints,

the slope estimate for “attractiveness rank” can be compared to

the estimate from our own populations.

EXTRACTION OF EFFECT SIZE ESTIMATES FROM THE

LITERATURE

From the 39 publications shown in Figure 1, we extracted esti-

mates of effect size of males wearing green versus red color bands

(main effects only, without interactions). We classified the diverse

dependent variables into two groups: those related to male–male

competition (male body mass, male dominance) and those puta-

tively mediated by female choice (e.g., approach times in a choice

test, copulation rates, measures of parental effort, yolk hormone

concentrations, offspring sex ratio). Band-color effects on metric

traits were quantified as Cohen’s D (Cohen 1988) with measures

of SD sometimes approximated from reported ranges or from re-

lated publications (see Supporting Information File). Effects on

binomial traits such as sex ratio were usually expressed as odds

ratios and then converted to Cohen’s D using a website resource

from Lenhard and Lenhard (2016). In total, we obtained 141 effect

size estimates with their respective sample size N (see Support-

ing Information File). We acknowledge that this data extraction

contains elements of arbitrariness (e.g., exclusion of practically

redundant estimates, or quantification of offspring sex ratio at the

level of the individual male or at the individual offspring level)

but all information is given in the Supporting Information.

FUNNEL PLOTTING AND ANALYSIS OF AVERAGE

EFFECT SIZE AND STATISTICAL POWER

We first plotted all 141 estimates of effect size (Cohen’s D) over

their respective sample size (inverse of the square-root of sample

size, N–0.5) and tested for asymmetry in this funnel plot using

the R Package “meta” (Schwarzer and Schwarzer 2017). We also

tested for asymmetry separately for estimates related to female

choice (N = 129). Estimates related to male–male competition

(N = 12) had been summarized previously in Seguin and

Forstmeier (2012) and were too few for meaningful analysis. In

light of a dispute about the best methods (see Tang and Liu 2000;

Sterne and Egger 2001), we also used the R Package “metafor”

(Viechtbauer 2010; Nakagawa et al. 2015) to test for asymmetry

in a funnel plot of effect size over its SE (rather than over N–0.5).

The two methods differ in their definition of precision (the former

depends on N only, the latter depends on N and effect size), and we

apply both methods to examine the robustness of our conclusion.

The “metafor” package was also used to quantify heterogeneity

in the 141 observed effect sizes.

To analyze variation in effect sizes, we specified a mixed ef-

fect model with Cohen’s D as a Gaussian dependent trait, weighted

by sample size (i.e., by the square root of N – 3). Trait category

(competition or choice) was entered as a fixed effect, year of

publication as a continuous covariate, and population identity

(16 levels) and identity of the research group (13 levels) as ran-

dom effects. The two random effects were strongly aliased, with

only three research groups having data from two or three study

populations. This means that it is not meaningful to try separating

the two random effects, but both were kept in the model to control

for the nonindependence of datapoints. Random effect estimates

were examined for outliers, and outliers were subjected to separate

tests for average effect size and for asymmetry in the funnel plot.

Making the assumption that all reported effect sizes correspond to

true effects, we calculated the statistical power of published tests
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Table 2. Linear mixed model explaining variation in reproductive success (square-root transformed number of independent offspring

per breeding season) of 365 female zebra finches (N = 406 female breeding seasons).

Estimate
(β ± SE) t P

Random effects:
Female ID (n = 365) 0.468
Aviary (n = 68) 0.000
Band color (n = 15 or 9)1 0.000
Experiment (n = 8) 0.042
Population (n = 4) 0.000
Residual 0.557

Fixed effects:
Intercept 1.538 ± 0.092 16.7 -
Adult sex ratio 1.203 ± 1.189 1.01 0.31
Duration of breeding season (d) 0.006 ± 0.012 0.48 0.63
Inbreeding coefficient −3.644 ± 0.748 −4.87 <0.0001

For random effects, the size of the variance component is shown. All fixed effects were mean-centered.
1Two versions of the model using different data from Experiment 6. Version 1 included individuals with the original bands (15 band colors, including striped

bands); version 2 included individuals with replaced uniformly colored bands (nine band colors). Note that in both model versions the variance component

associated with “band color” equaled zero, so the other estimates are not affected by model version.

for finding the reported effect size using the software G∗Power

3.0.10 (Faul et al. 2009).

Results
FACTORS EXPLAINING VARIATION IN

REPRODUCTIVE SUCCESS

Variation in reproductive success was largely explained by the

same factors in females (Table 2) and males (Table 3). Repro-

ductive success was individually repeatable in both sexes (female

identity explained 44% of the variance, male identity explained

33% of the variance). However, these estimates should be con-

sidered with caution, because birds were measured repeatedly

only in experiment 3. Reproductive success varied slightly be-

tween the eight experiments (explaining 4% of variance in fe-

males, 3% in males), but did not vary systematically between

the four populations or between the 68 experimental aviaries

(variance components equaled zero). Reproductive success de-

clined strongly with the individual’s inbreeding coefficient, with

a similar slope in females and males (Tables 2 and 3). As ex-

pected, the effect of the adult sex ratio in the aviary differed

between the sexes. With an increasing proportion of males, fe-

male reproductive success nonsignificantly increased (Table 2),

while male reproductive success significantly decreased (Table 3).

Finally, the duration of the breeding season (see Table 1) had

little effect on female and male reproductive success (esti-

mates are both positive, but small and nonsignificant, Tables 2

and 3).

GENERAL COLOR-BAND EFFECTS ON REPRODUCTIVE

SUCCESS

Reproductive success appeared to vary randomly with regard to

band color in both females (Fig. 2) and males (Fig. 3). Indeed,

band color as a random effect explained 0% variance in female

(Table 2) and in male (Table 3) reproductive success, irrespective

of how we classified colors in experiment 6 (see Tables 2 and 3 and

Methods for details). Analyses of the reduced dataset (excluding

the suboptimally designed experiments 3, 4, and 6) led to identical

conclusions (see Supporting Information Tables S4 and S5).

POPULATION- OR CONTEXT-SPECIFIC BAND-COLOR

EFFECTS

To examine whether band colors had population-specific effects

on reproductive success, we recoded colors within populations (31

color-population combinations used, Table 1; yielding on average

13.1 measures of reproductive success per level for each sex).

This random effect explained 0.17% of the variance in female

reproductive success (P = 0.49) and 0% of the variance in male

reproductive success (P > 0.5).

Similarly, to estimate context-specific band-color effects, we

recoded colors within experiments (51 color-experiment combi-

nations used, Table 1; on average eight measures of reproductive

success per level for each sex). The variance component for this

random effect was zero for both females and males. Changing

to the other version of analysis for experiment 6 led to the same

conclusions (the variance components were also zero or close to

zero).
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Table 3. Linear mixed model explaining the variation in reproductive success (square-root transformed number of independent offspring

sired per breeding season) of 365 male zebra finches (N = 406 male breeding seasons).

Estimate
(β ± SE) t P

Random effects:
Male ID (n = 365) 0.411
Aviary (n = 68) 0.000
Band color (n = 15 or 9)1 0.000
Experiment (n = 8) 0.036
Population (n = 4) 0.000
Residual 0.786

Fixed effects:
Intercept 1.478 ± 0.090 16.4 -
Adult sex ratio −3.347 ± 1.282 −2.61 0.009
Duration of breeding season 0.005 ± 0.012 0.42 0.67
Inbreeding coefficient −3.696 ± 0.800 −4.62 <0.0001
Red versus green band2 −0.017 ± 0.231 −0.08 0.94

For random effects, the size of the variance component is shown. All fixed effects were mean-centered.
1Two versions of the model using different data from experiment 6. Version 1 included individuals with the original bands (15 band colors, including striped

bands); version 2 included individuals with replaced uniformly colored bands (nine band colors). Note that in both model versions the variance component

associated with “band color” equaled zero, so the other estimates are not affected by model version.
2The reported effect is for version 1 of the model (red-striped pooled with red, green-striped pooled with green). In model version 2, the estimate changes

to −0.299 ± 0.269, t = −1.11, P = 0.27.

CONSISTENCY WITH PREVIOUS FINDINGS

Figure 4 illustrates the relationship between average relative fit-

ness for each band color and their proposed attractiveness rank

based on the literature (see Methods). In version 1 of our analysis,

we lumped the striped color bands used in the first two weeks of

experiment 6 into the categories of red and green (see Methods).

This was done post hoc to allow maximum support for the hy-

pothesis, given the observation that males with red-striped bands

achieved higher fitness than males with green-striped bands (see

experiment 6(1) in Fig. 3; two-sample t-test, Nred = 12 males,

Ngreen = 12 males, t22 = 1.77, P = 0.091). Overall, in this version

of analysis, red-banded males had a slightly higher average rela-

tive fitness than green-banded males (Fig. 4, bottom left). How-

ever, in a mixed-effect model that also accounts for the effects

of inbreeding and other covariates, the estimated number of off-

spring produced by red-banded and green-banded males did not

differ (negative slope of –0.017 ± 0.231, P = 0.94, Table 3).

Under version 2 of the analysis (using the data from experi-

ment “6(2)” with only uniformly colored bands), if anything,

red-banded males tended to perform worse (negative slope of

−0.299 ± 0.269, p = 0.27, Table 3). Corresponding models using

the attractiveness rank as shown in Figure 4 yielded weakly nega-

tive slopes that are opposite to expectations (version 1: –0.060 ±
0.226, P = 0.79, Table S8; version 2: –0.266 ± 0.220, P = 0.23,

Table S9). For females the corresponding slopes were weakly

positive, yet far from significant (version 1: 0.043 ± 0.162, P =
0.79, Table S6; version 2: 0.098 ± 0.198, P = 0.62, Table S7).

UNPUBLISHED DATA FROM OTHER LABORATORIES

Based on data from von Engelhardt (2004), the observed relative

fitness of males with red, orange, and green color bands was not

consistent with expectations from the literature in any of the three

captive populations (Fig. 5). Similarly, a mixed-effect model with

aviary (n = 6) and population (n = 3) as random effects showed

that “attractiveness rank” was, if anything, negatively related to

social reproductive success (slope: –0.555 ± 0.568, P = 0.33).

ANALYSIS OF PUBLISHED EFFECTS

The effect size estimates extracted from the published literature

(N = 141) were significantly related to sample size (test for asym-

metry in the funnel plot: P = 0.019; based on “meta” Schwarzer

and Schwarzer 2017). The 129 estimates related to effects of fe-

male choice showed a strong asymmetry (P = 0.009; gray line

Fig. 6), whereby effect size reached zero at highest sample sizes.

When effect sizes were plotted over their respective SEs, the

asymmetry of the funnel plot was even more pronounced (P =
0.0017; based on “metafor” Viechtbauer 2010; Nakagawa et al.

2015). Heterogeneity in the observed effect sizes was high (total

heterogeneity/total variability = 73%, P < 0.0001).

Variation in effect sizes was not explained by population ID

(random effect with N = 16 levels, variance = 0), but partly by
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Figure 2. Mean relative fitness of female zebra finches by band color for each of eight experiments. Each dot represents the average

relative fitness (number of independent offspring) of all females with that color band. The size of the dots reflects sample size (number

of females ranging from 2 to 17, most frequently 6; for details see Table S2). Relative fitness is calculated to have a mean of one in

each experiment (horizontal black line). Experiment number is indicated (see Table 1 and Methods for details). In experiment 6, females

wore bicolored striped bands during the first two weeks of the experiment (6(1)), which were then exchanged for the regular uniformly

colored bands (6(2)). Relative fitness was analyzed for the initial color bands (version 1) and for the final color bands (version 2).

research group ID (random effect, N = 13 levels, 4.4% of vari-

ance). Note, however, that these two effects cannot be distin-

guished with any confidence because the levels are strongly

aliased. The effect of research group was mostly driven by a

single group (the one where the effect had initially been discov-

ered), who reported fivefold larger effects (d = 1.09 ± 0.22, t =
4.9, P = 10−6) than all other groups combined (d = 0.22 ± 0.08,

t = 2.7, P = 0.008; Fig. 6). Furthermore, the asymmetry in the

funnel plot became nonsignificant when data from this research

group (N = 22) were taken out (P = 0.12, N = 107; Fig. 6).

Finally, we note that all 22 published estimates from this research

group were statistically significant (P < 0.05) with an average

power for the observed large effects equaling 0.79. This implies

that a nonsignificant result is expected in four to five out of the

22 tests and that the combined probability of all 22 tests turning

out significant is P = 0.002 (product of all power estimates).

Discussion
A comprehensive analysis of all available data on fitness conse-

quences of color bands from our laboratory combined with unpub-

lished data from another initiative to replicate studies reporting

color-band effects has yielded a clear conclusion: we found no

support for the previously claimed effect. Color of the bands was

not associated with male or female fitness across a total of 11 ex-

periments, seven captive populations, and four laboratories (see

Figs. 4 and 5). A variance component analysis revealed that band

color explained none of the observed variance in reproductive

success, irrespective of whether one assumes these effects to be

universal (Tables 2 and 3) or whether the effects were allowed to

vary between populations or between experiments (i.e., context

specificity, see Results). This means that we and other laboratories

cannot robustly reproduce effects for which the literature appears
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Figure 3. Mean relative fitness of male zebra finches by band color for each of eight experiments. Each dot represents the average

relative fitness (number of independent offspring sired) of all males with that color band. The size of the dots reflects sample size

(number of males ranging from 2 to 17, most frequently 6; for details see Table S3). Relative fitness is calculated to have a mean of one

in each experiment (horizontal black line). Experiment number is indicated (see Table 1 and Methods for details). In experiment 6, males

wore bicolored striped bands during the first two weeks of the experiment (6(1)), which were then exchanged for the regular uniformly

colored bands (6(2)). Relative fitness was analyzed for the initial color bands (version 1) and for the final color bands (version 2).

to show strong evidence (see Fig. 1). This comprises both an

attempt at exact replication of a specific experiment across differ-

ent laboratories (data from von Engelhardt 2004) and attempts of

conceptual replication (summation of all fitness-relevant effects,

including within- and extra-pair success, in our experiments).

The results reported here contradict the hypothesis that all

band colors have at least some effect on fitness. They also contra-

dict the hypothesis of context- or population-specificity of effects,

which often gets invoked as a post hoc explanation after a failure

to confirm previous findings (e.g., Jennions 1998; Schuett and

Dall 2010). This can be interpreted as an example where the ex-

isting scientific literature is biased and fails to adequately describe

the biological reality. Interestingly, the data compiled by von En-

gelhardt (Fig. 5) remain unpublished (except in a PhD thesis)

and several other research groups have carried out experiments

using red and green color bands on zebra finches with null find-

ings that remain unpublished (Jonathan Wright, Tim Birkhead,

pers. comm.). Some studies that produced only null results have

been published, albeit in lower impact journals (e.g., Nakagawa

and Waas 2004; Schuett and Dall 2010). These studies may be

perceived as reporting type II errors arising from limited power.

However, in the light of our findings, the studies showing (partial)

support may have reported type I errors instead. This is partic-

ularly likely in the studies showing partial support, because of

multiple testing of hypotheses that were derived from the data

rather than specified a priori (e.g., interaction terms). Finally, the

conclusion from the literature that the effects of color bands are

pervasive and hence of great biological relevance, ranging from ef-

fects on attractiveness and behavior to physiology and life history,

can also be questioned. Few studies have demonstrated simulta-

neous effects on multiple traits, and single positive findings could

also arise from multiple testing of various dependent variables
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Figure 4. Regression of mean relative fitness of female (top row) and male zebra finches (bottom row) across all eight experiments as

a function of the suggested attractiveness rank of each band color (based on the literature, see Introduction and Methods). Attractive

colors were coded as +0.5, unattractive colors as −0.5, and neutral colors as zero. Each dot represents the average relative fitness

(number of independent offspring, based on parentage analysis) of all females or all males with that color band (N ranging from 21 to 68,

indicated by dot size). Error bars (SE) were calculated across individuals (irrespective of experiment). Scatter was introduced to the x-axis

to increase visibility of SEs. The horizontal black dashed line indicates the mean fitness of one. In version 1 of the analysis (left panel),

striped color bands containing green or red from experiment 6(1) were lumped with the categories “green” and “red”. Version 2 of the

analysis instead includes the uniformly colored bands from experiment 6(2). Ordinary least square regression lines (black continuous

lines) are indicated for illustrative purposes only (not accounting for other effects or variation in sample size). Note that a positive slope

with a twofold higher relative fitness of attractive compared to unattractive colors was expected based on effect sizes from the literature

(Burley et al., 1982, 1994, 1996; Burley 1986b;).

and from selective reporting of significant effects. Future stud-

ies may want to use preregistration of hypotheses and methods

(Forstmeier 2017) to ensure complete reporting of all variables

that were of genuine interest (before the start of data mining) and

to guard against post hoc modification of analysis strategy that

can inflate effect size estimates (Simmons et al. 2011; Forstmeier

et al. 2017).

Our analysis of published effect size estimates in relation to

sample size strongly suggests publication bias (selective report-

ing), because the mean effect size approaches zero when sample

size is large (Fig. 6). Note, however, that part of this apparent

decline in effect size with sample size could result from hetero-

geneity in measurement error across estimates. For instance, one

study may have reported treatment effects on offspring sex ratio

at the level of the individual offspring (large number of offspring,

but high noise component in the individual binomial outcome),

whereas another study may have reported effects on the average

proportion of sons for the color-banded fathers (smaller number

of fathers, but sex ratio measured more accurately). Because ef-

fect sizes are quantified relative to the between-individual SD,

they may be larger when individual values are measured with

greater precision (i.e., at lower sample sizes in the above ex-

ample). Nevertheless, when the true effect size >0 (true biolog-

ical effect), we do not expect effect sizes to converge to zero

at larger sample sizes, as suggested by the regression lines in

Figure 6.
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Figure 5. Summary of results from other laboratories (von Engelhardt 2004). (A) Mean relative fitness of male zebra finches as a function

of band color in three captive populations (1: data collected by K. Witte in Bielefeld, (2) R. Zann in Melbourne, (3) N. von Engelhardt

in Groningen). Each dot represents the average relative fitness (number of independent offspring from the own nest, not based on

parentage analysis) of all males with that color band. The size of dots reflects sample size (8 or 36 males coming from one or four

experimental aviaries, respectively). Because data are available only at the level of experimental aviaries, SEs are only indicated for

estimates from population 3 and should be interpreted cautiously (since n = 4). Scatter in the x-axis was introduced to increase visibility

of SEs. (B) Regression of mean relative fitness of male zebra finches across three populations as a function of the suggested attractiveness

rank of each band color (based on the literature, see Introduction and Methods). In both panels, the mean fitness of one is indicated by

a horizontal dashed black line. In (B) the continuous black represents the ordinary least square regression line (for illustrative purposes

only, not accounting for other effects or variation in sample size). Here, SEs are calculated from n = 6 aviaries.

Underreporting of nonsignificant effects appears most pro-

nounced (exceeding chance levels) for the research group that

first described the color-band effects. For most research groups,

it is plausible that statistically significant chance findings (type 1

errors) were more likely to get reported than nonsignificant test

outcomes. This source of bias may explain the overall significant,

yet small, main effect from published analyses from other research

groups (light blue line in Fig. 6b), which we cannot reproduce in

our study (Figs. 4 and 5).

Null findings are typically hard to publish because they are

perceived as less informative than significant results (the so-called

“Aversion to the Null”, Ferguson and Heene 2012). Null results

are often discarded because (1) they might represent type II errors

due to limited statistical power, (2) they might arise from a fail-

ure to apply the treatments correctly, and (3) they might indicate

some context-specificity of effects that is difficult to capture. In

the case of zebra finch color-band effects on fitness, none of the

three arguments appears convincing. (1) Statistical power: the 23

supportive publications (as categorized in Fig. 1) have been based

on a total of 728 treated individuals (mean of 35 individuals per

study in 21 different experiments; Table S1). For comparison, our

analyses are based on 812 informative datapoints from 730 dif-

ferent individuals (Tables 2 and 3). Hence, for any effect size that

reaches statistical significance based on 35 individuals, we have

an effective statistical power of one. (2) Issues with the experi-

mental treatment: the experimental treatment could have failed if

birds were unable to perceive the band colors (e.g., due to different

conditions between artificial and natural light that might affect the

perception of UV), or if the birds did not show their natural be-

havior (e.g., due to stress). Positive findings on color-band effects

have been reported from environments with artificial and natural

light, and both settings were about equally represented in our ex-

periments (Table 1). Further, none of the color bands reflects in the

UV range (McGraw et al. 1999). Given that the birds bred and suc-

cessfully raised offspring in all experiments, it is hard to argue that

they were stressed or not showing natural behavior. (3) Context-

specificity: our analyses show no heterogeneity in outcomes with

regard to band color (see Tables 2 and 3 and Results). This means

that the scatter of datapoints in Figures 2 and 3 correspond to the

amount of noise expected under randomness. This observation

argues against the idea that at least some colors exhibited effects

under some conditions (or in some populations). Furthermore, our

analysis of effect sizes from published data found no evidence

for population-specificity of effects. Context-specificity is often
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Figure 6. Funnel plot showing published effect size estimates

(Cohen’s D for red vs. green color bands, n = 141) in relation to

their sample size. The x-axis shows sample size N−0.5, where N is

the total number of males (red plus green), or offspring (of red

plus green males), or females (in choice tests). Red dots show ef-

fects related to male–male competition (n = 12), blue dots (light

or dark) show effects related to female choice (n = 129); dark-

blue dots represent estimates from the research group that first

described the color-band effects (Burley 1981; n = 22). The regres-

sion lines show how effect size changes with sample size for all

effects related to female choice (gray line: n = 129, P = 0.009), for

effects from the initial group (dark-blue line: n = 22, P = 10−5) and

for effects from all other research groups (light-blue line: n = 107,

P = 0.12). The dashed black line marks the zero.

invoked when the results of studies diverge, or concluded based

on statistically significant heterogeneity in effect sizes observed

in meta-analyses summarizing published data. However, such het-

erogeneity can also arise from biases in analysis and reporting,

thereby making it hard—if not impossible—to separate biologi-

cal heterogeneity from researcher-driven heterogeneity (Ferguson

and Heene 2012; Forstmeier et al. 2017).

Our experiments and those initiated by von Engelhardt cannot

rule out that true color-band effects have occurred at some time in

some place. However, they do show that such effects are typically

absent. Isolated cases of apparent, but weak support (see results

of experiment 6(1) in Fig. 3, and analysis in Results) should

be regarded with skepticism, because of both confirmation and

attention bias (more attention given toward significant results,

Forstmeier et al. 2017). We conclude that the current evidence

does not support the hypothesis that color bands have pervasive

effects on attractiveness, behavior, physiology, and life history of

zebra finches. The current evidence rather suggests that wearing

color bands is of no biological relevance to zebra finches.

The absence of universal band-color preferences corrobo-

rates the conclusions from recent work suggesting that species

with socially monogamous mating systems have evolved individ-

ualistic rather than uniform mating preferences. In monogamous

systems, strong preferences for attractive individuals may not be

favored by selection, because the costs of competition can out-

weigh the benefits of choosiness (Dechaume-Moncharmont et al.

2016; Wang et al. 2017a). Instead, individualistic preferences for

traits that affect behavioral compatibility and lead to optimal bi-

parental brood care may prevail (Ihle et al. 2015). Whether zebra

finches have evolved individualistic preferences that lead to re-

peatable between-individual differences in band color preferences

(see Forstmeier and Birkhead 2004; Song et al. 2017) might be

an interesting avenue for future research.
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